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• Cross-Site Lookup support Single List, Multiple Lists, and Web Parts Datasheet View • Cross-Site
Lookup provides more advanced functions than simple lookup • Improve databinding of Cross-Site
Lookup web part, objects are stored in local machine and not sent to the server • Cross-Site Lookup
provides a user control that stores objects in a custom list and creates a dedicated lookup column •
Cross-Site Lookup can lookup from a dedicated data source or SharePoint datasource • Cross-Site
Lookup supports Single List, Multiple Lists and Web Parts Datasheet View • Cross-Site Lookup
provides a Datasheet View feature where the lookup webpart will display all the lookup objects for
quick selection • Cross-Site Lookup uses provider model to connect to the dedicated data source
The SharePoint Cross-Site Lookup application was designed to provide additional features beyond
the default Lookup function of SharePoint 2007. SharePoint Cross-Site Lookup is an application
built to allow users to look up and extract data from any site in a site collection. Default SharePoint
list settings support intra-site lookup function but cannot meet end users' demands when it comes to
looking up some information on other sites in the same site collection. On the other hand, most
Cross-Site Lookup can't be converted to default SharePoint Lookup column type so that many users
feel inconvenience when they need to change content of Cross-Site Lookup column in datasheet
view. When users choose objects from dropdownlist of lookup column, they often have to scroll
down through all the other objects. Find-as-you-type function is an enhancement tool for improving
efficiency in the case of this problem. SharePoint Cross-Site Lookup Description: • Cross-Site
Lookup support Single List, Multiple Lists, and Web Parts Datasheet View • Cross-Site Lookup
provides more advanced functions than simple lookup • Improve databinding of Cross-Site Lookup
web part, objects are stored in local machine and not sent to the server • Cross-Site Lookup
provides a user control that stores objects in a custom list and creates a dedicated lookup column •
Cross-Site Lookup can lookup from a dedicated data source or SharePoint datasource • Cross-Site
Lookup supports Single List, Multiple Lists and Web Parts Datasheet View • Cross-Site Lookup
provides a Datasheet View feature where the lookup webpart will
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The purpose of the SharePoint Cross-Site Lookup is to provide an easy way to perform cross-site
lookups in SharePoint applications. Although it can be used as an enhancement to any site-based
lookup, the Cross-Site Lookup is particularly useful to enable cross-site lookup for the following
scenarios: - Use as a single lookup for a number of fields. - Have multiple lookup columns for
different purposes. - Have a look up form to use for looking up content from multiple sources at
once. - Perform lookups on lists that may be located in multiple sites. The Cross-Site Lookup also
lets you combine Lookup columns in a single drop down list. - Create Lookup forms that are based
on one or multiple lookup columns. - Enable users to easily specify a cross-site lookup when
creating a new list or creating a new item in a list. An example of Cross-Site Lookup in action: We
are going to create a new list that will contain information on vendors for a company. The list is
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going to be displayed in a site collection of two sites: A ( and B ( The following table describes the
item hierarchy. The associated lookup columns are listed in the appropriate cells. Below is an
example of the lookups for both sites listed in a page. [colorscheme=blue] [div] Site A: custlist
[b]Vendor (lookup) [/b] + CommonName [b]City (lookup) [/b] + + ContactName + Phone [b]State
(lookup) [/b] + + Country [b]Website (lookup) [/b] + + [div] [div] Site B: custlist2 [b]Vendor
(lookup) [/b] + CommonName [b]City (lookup) [/b] + + ContactName + Phone [b]State (lookup)
[/b] + 1d6a3396d6
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1. Type-ahead function to display the matched results to the user as he/she types. 2. Support lookup
inside the same site collection. 3. Lookup to other site collections within the same site collection. 4.
Allow users to look up items by their list name and display them in the same way they look up by
the object name (e.g., "Name" in an AllDocs list). 5. No Internet access required. 6. Find-as-you-
type function for help in the case that the user is searching for something in the entire system, the
user can press 'CTRL+F' to show the "Find as you type" feature of the form and type in keywords.
Features and Functions: 1. Cross-Site Lookup can lookup inside the same site collection and can
lookup to other site collections within the same site collection. 2. Users can lookup by list name and
display the results in the same way they do for the lookup by object name. 3. Users can type-ahead
function for look-up results to reduce the workload and the time for searching. 4. Find-as-you-type
function for help in the case that the user is searching for something in the entire system, the user
can press 'CTRL+F' to show the "Find as you type" feature of the form and type in keywords. 5.
Option to open the datasheet of the object with a click of the respective "lookup" link on the site
action bar 6. Allow users to lookup search results by using different "lookup" columns (e.g., lookup
columns will contain different names, but will perform the same function). 7. Users can specify the
object type for which they will lookup. This article shows you how to use the PowerShell cmdlets to
configure the SharePoint 2013 Online - Windows Azure AppFabric Access Control Service. Azure
AD is a cloud-based directory service offered by Microsoft that provides an identity management
platform for users, devices, apps, and data. It supports the notion of single sign-on (SSO) for all
services to further protect users and services from unwanted impersonation. In this tutorial, you'll
create an Azure AD application to interact with SharePoint 2013 Online and other Azure services.
You'll create an Azure AD tenant, which is a collection of users and resources. Create a SharePoint
Online App For this tutorial, you need a Windows

What's New In SharePoint Cross-Site Lookup?

The Microsoft SharePoint 2010 is an intranet-based collaborative information management
platform, which provides unified document management and Web content management capabilities.
In SharePoint Web-based search, SharePoint manages metadata on the content of each document.
Our SharePoint Client and SharePoint Server administrators are struggling for a long time to solve
cross-site lookups problems. At first, we couldn't find the solution to this problem. So we had to
design a solution for them. We designed a Cross-Site Lookup column and you will be impressed
how this feature will improve your work life. We designed a Cross-Site Lookup column with a list
view. As you know, there are two columns: Title and Description in this column. We have been
cooperating with SP2010 and SharePoint 2007 Administrators for a year and a half now. Now we
have a new solution for you: A Cross-Site Lookup column with a list view. In this post, you can find
out about our Cross-Site Lookup column (CSLCOL) with a list view. In the following, I will guide
you through this solution and explain each item in it. Cross-Site Lookup Column As I mentioned
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above, cross-site lookup column is a column which can lookup on any site in the same site
collection. It means you can pick a cross-site lookup column in any list and lookup on any site. Let's
look at it from the perspective of a user. When you enter any information in this column, you will
see a cross-site lookup column, as shown in the figure below. To pick a site for lookup, just type it
in the "Lookup Site" input box. What you want to do after selecting a site, type the information you
want to look up in the "Lookup Value" field. After you type a value, this column is automatically
filled with the corresponding site. Lookup Field After selecting a site, there is a "Lookup Field"
dropdown list in the middle of the cross-site lookup column as shown in the figure below. When you
select a field in this dropdown list, the corresponding field is automatically filled with the selected
site. As you know, we have been cooperating with SP2010 and SharePoint 2007 Administrators for
a year and a half now. We have a lot of experience in this domain. So I think it is a smart idea to
share our experience with you. Now let's look at the solution based on this technology. Solution:
Cross-Site Lookup Column with List View The solution has the following steps: Creating a Cross-
Site Lookup column (CSLCOL) Creating a list view (CSLCOL - List View)
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System Requirements For SharePoint Cross-Site Lookup:

Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows 7, 8, 10 Processor: 2.4 GHz dual-core RAM: 4 GB RAM
(12 GB recommended) Graphics: DirectX 12-capable video card Hard Drive: 30 GB available space
Peripherals: Headset, keyboard, mouse Recommended Requirements: Processor: 2.6 GHz quad-
core RAM: 8 GB RAM (16 GB recommended) Graphics: DirectX 12-capable video
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